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A Word from the Section Chair 
As the Aviation Applications Section (AAS) of INFORMS begins a new year, I would like to wel-

come you to a new issue of our newsletter. I hope you will enjoy the feature article on airline 

OR activities at Jeppesen, and a special word of thanks goes to Bo Vaaben for organizing the 

article and for serving as guest editor of this newsletter (his “reward” for the honorable mention 

he received in last year’s Dissertation Prize competition). 

The Aviation Applications Section has been, and continues to be, a vibrant section within IN-

FORMS due to the efforts and support of many people. I would like to thank Farshid Azadian for 

agreeing to serve as cluster chair this year (his “reward” for the first place he received in last 

year’s Dissertation Prize competition), and Milind Sohoni for serving as chair of our Dissertation 

Prize Committee this year. I would like to thank Heng Chen for continuing to serve as Web 

master this year. Last but not least, I am very fortunate to be joined by a strong AAS leadership 

team and would also like to thank Vice Chair Senay Solak and Treasurer/Secretary Vikrant Vaze 

for their efforts this year. 

I would like to remind you that we will have AAS Officer Elections upcoming at the end of the 

year. Per our by-laws, I will be stepping down with Senay Solak succeeding me as chair.  We will 

be soliciting additional nominations from our membership to fill the positions of Vice-Chair/

Chair-Elect and Secretary/Treasurer, and I encourage you to consider taking an active role in the 

Aviation Applications Section.  

Another change for the upcoming year is that, after considerable deliberations, TSL and AAS 

have decided to end their dual membership structure and associated revenue sharing agreement. 

While the connections between TSL and AAS have always been (and continue to be) strong, a 

number of administrative implementation challenges motivated us to end the existing agreement. 

Additional details on this change can be found later in this newsletter; here, I would like to urge 

you to keep this in mind next time you renew your membership, and make sure you select the 

AAS membership! 

Looking ahead, I hope to see all of you at the INFORMS annual meeting in San Francisco this fall. 

Thanks to Farshid, this year’s cluster features another outstanding collection of sessions. In addi-

tion, we will be continuing the Best Student Presentation competition that was introduced last 

year and was a great success. Another highlight will be a special plenary session by Dr. Parimal 

Kopardekar, principal investigator for NASA's NextGen Airspace projects, which would not 

have been possible without the efforts of Avijit Mukherjee. 

In conclusion, I hope you will enjoy this newsletter and look forward to catching up this fall in 

San Francisco. If you have comments or suggestions, please do not hesitate to let us know.  

 

Best regards,  

Thomas Vossen 

Thomas Vossen 
Associate Professor 

University of Colorado 

AAS Chair 
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Bo Vaaben 
Senior Researcher 

Jeppesen 

AAS Guest Editor 

Featured Article by Bo Vaaben: 

Operational Fuel Burn and Trajectory  

Considerations in a Network Perspective 

Introduction 
Uncertainty is an intriguing factor, which influences many aspects of our daily lives. It makes the 

world unpredictable and interesting, but does at the same time create problems when it comes 

to creating and executing plans.  

Whenever an operational system is exposed to an event, which interrupts or delays the planned 

operation of the system we refer to this as a disruption. Managing these disruptions in order to 

return the system to its planned operation is referred to as disruption management.  

Many operational systems require complex planning in order to make the system run smoothly 

and at low cost. Such complex systems with many inter-dependable activities exist in various 

areas, but are especially pronounced in the world of transportation. 

Apart from often being complex with many inter-dependable activities, transportation systems 

do also have the inherent property of requiring large amounts of fuel, which is becoming an in-

creasingly expensive resource. This is the reason for incorporating energy considerations in dis-

ruption management decisions. We refer to this as Sustainable Disruption Management. 

 

Sustainable Disruption Management can be applied to various transportation industries by allow-

ing speed and route flexibility. For the airline industry in specific it is done by combining flight 

planning and disruption management. 

 

Flight planning is the calculation of which trajectory an aircraft should follow in order to fly from 

airport A to airport B. The flight plan determines both the horizontal and the vertical profile of 

the flight path. The objective is typically to minimize fuel burn, while satisfying a number of physi-

cal constraints and legal rules.  
 

Flight Planning Based Disruption Management 

Disruption Management is a rather young research area for OR. The area has, nevertheless, de-

veloped some tradition as to what topics are included in disruption management decisions. Tra-

ditionally these areas are: 

 Aircraft rotations 

 Crew rosters 

 Passenger itineraries 

 

The current article extends these areas with flight planning and describes the purpose of combin-

ing flight planning and disruption management.  

 

Integrated Decisions 

Any change in schedule of the airline has an immediate and direct impact on other resource are-

as and can thus quickly affect a large part of the airline operation. Therefore a focal point in dis-

ruption management literature is the importance of having integrated decisions on the day of 

operation. For this reason the effect on the network of any decision on the day of operation 

needs to be included in the decision process.  

 

The overall supervision and responsibility of such effects lies with the Ops Controllers in the 

OCC at the airline. Ops Controllers have for decades been supervising airline networks and 
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recovering from disruption by using a combination of three recovery techniques for the aircraft 

schedule: 

 Aircraft swaps 

 Flight delays 

 Flight cancellations 

 

One of the primary instruments for monitoring the network effects of disruptions and for recov-

ering from these has been a real-time updated Gantt chart showing the aircraft rotations. In re-

cent years these Gantt charts may also have incorporated visualization of automated recovery 

solutions.  

 

The Gantt chart and the three traditional recovery techniques listed above consider flight activi-

ties as having a fixed duration of time. One group of people in the airline do, however, not con-

sider flight activities as necessarily having a fixed duration: The dispatchers are responsible for 

calculating and filing flight plans, and do consequently also have the possibility of speeding up 

flights to enable connections, or slowing them down to save fuel. They also have the possibility 

to divert flights around congested areas if needed. The dispatchers do, however, have little inter-

action with Ops Controllers or Aircraft Controllers in the process of finding recovery solutions 

to a disruption. It is often seen that Ops Controllers and Dispatchers are located in different 

rooms or different buildings of the airline. Even when located close to each other the Ops Con-

trollers are rarely seen to explore the flexibilities in flight planning in the process of finding a 

good recovery solution.  

 

Finding feasible recovery solutions manually is a difficult task and even more so is the task of 

finding recovery solutions, which are close to optimal for various resource areas. This may be 

one of the reasons why ops controllers have not seen the need for introducing an additional 

level of complexity by adding flight planning as an element of flexibility, when searching for recov-

ery solutions. 

 

With OR-based automated recovery being increasingly applied in the airline industry, the capaci-

ty for finding good recovery solutions has been increased significantly. In this light it may be time 

to increase the solution space by extending the three traditional recovery techniques listed 

above with the flexibility, which flight planning can provide.  

 

There are two ways in which flight planning can contribute with increased flexibility in finding 

recovery solutions. The first is by incorporating flexible flight speeds in the recovery decisions. 

The second is by incorporating flexible trajectories. 

The two approaches can be combined if needed, but have in the papers [1] and [2] been investi-

gated separately. This is mainly due to the fact that flexible cruise speeds mainly are useful for 

long haul flights, where aircraft spend a relatively long time at cruise altitude.  

Flexible trajectories on the other hand are mainly interesting to consider where flights are affect-

ed by congested airspace. This is most often seen for short haul flights within Europe and in the 

North East of the US. In the following sections the two approaches are very briefly described. 
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Speed Changes 

The basic idea behind incorporating flexible flight speeds as a recovery technique is that there is little 

interaction between Operations Controllers and Dispatchers in the process of finding good re-

covery solutions. Ops Controllers focus on the larger network and in case of a disruption they 

come up with a recovery solution based on a combination of swaps, delays and cancellations. 

They do, however, largely consider flight activities as having a fixed duration of time.  

 

The dispatchers, on the other hand, have the focus on individual flights. They have the possibility 

of adjusting flight speeds through altering the cost index of the flight plans, but it is hard for the 

dispatchers to determine, what would be the best cost index for an individual flight. One reason 

why it is hard, is that the cost index input to the flight planning system assumes that the cost of 

time is linear according to the cost index definition, which is given in the equation below.  

The cost of time in an airline network is, however, not linear, but is very much dependant on 

connection times as illustrated by a simple example in Figure 1. The figure shows fuel and pas-

senger re-accommodation costs for a long haul flight with a departure delay of one hour. At nor-

mal flight speed for a particular airline using cost index 30, the flight time will be 439 minutes. 

Speeding up to cost index 300 will reduce the flight time to 435 minutes. The blue line shows 

that the fuel burn will increase slightly and the magenta line shows that passenger re-

accommodation time is not affected as no additional passengers will be able to make their con-

nections. The red line is the sum of fuel and passenger re-accommodation costs and is also unaf-

fected. Speeding up further to cost index 500 will increase fuel burn, but also enable an addition-

al group of passengers to catch their connecting flights. It is also seen that flying at cost index 

500 achieves the minimum for the total cost. Speeding up beyond cost index 500 will only in-

crease fuel burn as no additional passengers can make their connections.   

 

Figure 1: Flight time versus fuel and passenger re-accommodation costs. 
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The example illustrates the simple logic behind finding the right cost index for a single flight. Even 

for a single flight the problem may, however, be a bit more complex as the delayed long haul 

flight may have tight turn time at the arrival airport and may consequently propagate some delay 

to a subsequent flight.  

 

While it can be hard for a dispatcher to determine the best cost index for a single flight, it is 

even harder for him to determine what would be the best cost index for a number of individual 

flights given the network dependencies, which connect the flights. 

 

The approach suggests to take a step back and look at the bigger picture by integrating the deci-

sions taken by Ops Controllers and Dispatchers. The approach combines the traditional recov-

ery techniques of swaps, delays and cancellations with cruise speed decisions for long haul flights. 

The results are promising and show a 66-83% reduction in misconnecting passengers with only a 

small increase in fuel burn and CO2 emissions of 0.152 - 0.155%  [1]. 

The total cost saving of the approach is estimated to 5.7 - 5.9% for the airline due to only a small 

increase in fuel cost and a large saving in passenger re-accommodation cost. 

Figure 2 shows an example of a recovery solution with flexible flight speeds. It is noted that the 

solution contains a number of aircraft swaps within the Airbus 340 fleet. Apart from the swaps 

the recovery solution also suggests to speed up flight AY068 to cost index 300, which reduces 

the departure delay of 50 minutes to an arrival delay of 35 minutes. For flight AY030 the recov-

ery solution suggests that the cost index is increased to 900, which reduces the flight time by 40 

minutes. 

This speed-up should be seen in combination with holding flight AY663 as this helps a group of 

22 passengers to avoid misconnecting from flight AY030 to AY663. 

Figure 2:Example of recovery solution with flexible flight speeds.  

 

Slack On Demand 

The speed change approach can also be viewed from a slightly different perspective. Recovering 

from disruptions is not an easy problem to solve, and it has not been made easier in recent years 

with more and more OR-based tools being applied in the planning phase at airlines. OR-based 

creation of aircraft rotations and OR-based tail assignment have succeeded in increasing aircraft 
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utilization. These advances have come at the cost of aircraft schedules being tighter with less gap 

between flight activities and generally less slack in the schedule. Robust scheduling has alleviated 

some of the effect of missing slack and have tried to re-allocate slack to the right places in the 

schedule. 

 

Allowing flexible speeds as a part of the recovery process can be viewed as a way of having slack 

on demand, where slack to a certain extent for long haul flights can be purchased at the price of 

the additional fuel required for speeding up. Similarly when some buffer time has been built into 

the schedule as a result of robust scheduling the added slack has come at a cost in the scheduling 

phase and will have no value to the airline once the schedule has been executed without disrup-

tions. By formally calculating which flights it pays off to slow down, it is possible to trade-in some 

of the unused slack for a fuel saving. 

 

Congested Airspace 

Another area where flight planning based disruption management has a value is in situations 

when the network of an airline is affected by congested airspace. Also in these situations recov-

ery can benefit from having integrated decisions between Ops Controllers and Dispatchers. 

Figure 3 illustrates how dispatchers may consider filing a flight plan through a congested area or 

around the congestion. Going through the congestion will result in a departure delay and may 

cause delay propagation to other parts of the network due to a delayed arrival of the flight. On 

the other hand, filing a flight plan around the congestion will burn more fuel and may also cause a 

longer flying time. This decision may consequently also cause a delayed arrival of the flight, but in 

some situations the delay may be less, than if the direct trajectory was selected. The longer tra-

jectory will, however, burn more fuel. The two different decisions will cause different delay 

propagation to other parts of the network.  

Figure 3: Two flight plans going respectively through and around a congested area.  

  

An integrated recovery model including both swaps, delays, cancellations and trajectory selection 

can help make the proper trade-off between passenger delay cost and fuel cost in congestion 

situations, where the trajectory selection is of significant importance.  
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Real-world results show considerable yearly savings of above 5.1 million USD [2] for a medium 

size airline operating in European airspace, which is significantly affected by airspace congestions. 

 

Note that for instance coast-to-coast flights in the US could benefit from a combined approach 

encompassing both flexible speeds and flexible trajectories as they have a sufficient duration for a 

speed change to significantly influence the arrival time and can at the same time be influenced by 

airspace flow control in the US. 

 

The approaches described above, where flight planning and disruption management are com-

bined in order to holistically decide about speeds and trajectories for a network of flights, do 

both find their applicability when dealing with Airspace Flow Programs (AFPs) and the Collabora-

tive Trajectory Options Program (CTOP), which are being introduced by the FAA this year. 

 

 

References 

1. Marla, L., Vaaben, B., Barnhart, C., 2011. “Integrated disruption management and fight plan-

ning to trade of delays and fuel burn” 

2. Vaaben, B., Larsen, J., 2012.  “Mitigation of Airspace Congestion Impact on Airline Net-

works” 

 

  



 Meeting held on October 6, 2013 at 6:15pm in Minneapolis, MN. 

 Approximately 35 were in attendance. 

 AAS Chair Thomas Vossen opened up the meeting by introducing all section officers, and provid-

ed a review of the past year. 

 AAS Vice Chair Senay Solak provided an overview on finances and membership. 

 There has been an increase in membership numbers and revenues compared with numbers from 

the last year. The overall membership increased by about 25% and the overall revenues increased 

by about 6%. 

 Current number of members is 651, with 414 student, 230 regular, 5 retired and 2 other catego-

ry members. 

 Dues revenue increased slightly from $1400 to $1500 per year, while interest revenue from the 

$10,000 bank account was about $40/year. 

 Key expenses (e.g. awards, food and beverages, INFORMS labor-admin charges) have been most-

ly the same as last year, except for the Best Presentation Award expenses. 

 There is an expected net loss of approximately $100 this year. 

 Membership dues for 2014 are the same at $20/$20/$20 for regular, retired and non-INFORMS 

members, but the student members will now be paying $5 instead of having a free membership 

they had before. 

 AAS Vice Chair Senay Solak provided an update on the AAS web activities on behalf of Webmas-

ter Heng Chen. 

 A new section has been created on the AAS website for recent publications. Recent works pub-

lished in INFORMS journals are listed here. If you would like to include your published or work-

ing papers then please contact AAS Webmaster Heng Chen (heng@som.umass.edu). 

 The site is updated regularly for upcoming events, funding opportunities, AAS business, etc. 

These include conferences, meetings, competitions like AAS Dissertation Award and AAS Best 

Presentation Competition, scholarships, research funding opportunities, AAS newsletters, finan-

cial reports and meeting minutes. Please contact Heng for any ideas, suggestions or posting re-

quests. 

 Marcial Lapp, AAS Cluster Chair for the 2013 INFORMS Annual Meeting, provided an overview 

of the organized sessions. Overall, the number of sessions is at around the same levels as previ-

ous years. 

 This year’s AAS Dissertation Award Committee was chaired by Amedeo Odoni and also includ-

ed Amy Cohn, David Lowell, Avijit Mukherjee, and Vikrant Vaze. On behalf of the AAS Disserta-

tion Committee, committee chair Amedeo Odoni presented the 2012 Dissertation Award to 

Farshid Azadian and an Honorable Mention to Bo Vaaben. 

 AAS Secretary/Treasurer Vikrant Vaze provided an overview of the newly instated Best Student 

Presentation Competition. This year’s competition had 10 participants from seven different uni-

versities spanning across three different continents. The winner was announced on Tuesday Oct 

8th just before the keynote presentation by Theresa Wise (CIO of Delta Airlines). The judging 

committee was chaired by Shervin AhmadBeygi and included Nicole Adler, Hamsa Balakrishnan, 

Lavanya Marla, Milind Sohoni, and Senay Solak. 

 AAS Chair Thomas Vossen reminded about open positions in the next round of elections to be 

held in Fall 2014. Open positions include Cluster Chair, Dissertation Prize Committee Chair, and 

a volunteer for guest editor role for the AAS annual newsletter. 

 AAS Chair Thomas Vossen asked the members for any other business issues. None was brought 

up. 

 Location and directions for the Dutch treat dinner, which was to take place at Salsa A La Salsa 

restaurant, were announced. 

 The meeting was adjourned. 
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2013 INFORMS ANNUAL MEETING 

Aviation Applications Section Business Meeting Minutes 

Vikrant Vaze 
 Assistant Professor  

Darthmouth College  

AAS Treasurer/Secretary 

 

 

mailto:heng@som.umass.edu
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2013 Dissertation Prize 
A committee consisting of Amedeo Odoni (Chair) from MIT, Amy Cohn from 

University of Michigan, David Lovell from University of Maryland, Avijit Mukher-

jee from UC Santa Cruz/NASA, and Vikrant Vaze from Dartmouth College 

awarded the 2013 AAS Dissertation Award to Farshid Azadian from Wayne 

State University for his dissertation titled “An Integrated Framework for Freight 

Forwarders: Exploitation of Dynamic Information for Multimodal Transporta-

tion”. Azadian was advised by Alper Murat and Ratna Chinnam. 

In addition, the committee also decided to award an Honorable Mention to Bo 

Vaaben from Technical University of Denmark for his dissertation on 

“Sustainable Disruption Management”. Vaaben’s advisor was Jesper Larsen. 

AAS extends its congratulations to Dr. Azadian, Dr. Vaaben, and all the partici-

pants, who submitted exceptional research across the board. 

Senay Solak 
Assistant Professor 

University of Massachusetts  

Amherst 

AAS Vice-Chair 
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2013 Student Presentation Award 
AAS held its inaugural Best Student Presentation Competition at the 2013 IN-

FORMS Annual Meeting. The presentations considered for the award had to be 

presented by an undergraduate or graduate student, and required the submis-

sion of an extended abstract.  A committee consisting of Shervin AhmadBeygi 

(Chair) from Metron Aviation, Nicole Adler from Hebrew University of Jerusa-

lem, Hamsa Balakrishnan from MIT, Lavanya Marla from University of Illinois Ur-

bana-Champaign, Milind Sohoni from Indian School of Business and Senay Solak 

from University of Massachusetts Amherst evaluated ten student presentations 

and abstracts. 

The winner of the 2013 AAS Best Student Presentation Award was Alexandre 

Jacquillat from Massachusetts Institute of Technology for his presentation titled 

“Airport Congestion Mitigation through Schedule Coordination: An Integrated 

Approach”.  

The committee also decided to award an Honorable Mention to Yi Liu from 

University of California Berkeley. Liu’s presentation was on “Cost Optimization 

under Capacity Uncertainty in Ground Delay Program: Single Airport Case”. 

Senay Solak 
Assistant Professor 

University of Massachusetts 

Amherst 

AAS Vice-Chair 
      

 



Aviation Dissertation Prize  
Call for submissions 2014 

 
The Aviation Applications Section of INFORMS awards a prize for the best dissertation in any area related 

to aviation OR (air traffic management OR and airline OR). The winner will receive a plaque and an hono-

rarium of $500. Other finalists will receive an honorable mention and a certificate. Doctoral dissertations 

meeting the following criteria are eligible for consideration: 

 

 Dissertation must be completed and submitted between June 1, 2013 and May 31, 2014. 

 The dissertation must be in an area relevant to aviation research or practice. 

 

Application Process 

Submit the following documents in portable document format (PDF) via email to Milind Sohoni 

(milind_sohoni@isb.edu), the committee chair, before midnight Monday, July 11, 2014:  

 

 The completed dissertation; 

 an extended abstract (4 to 5 pages) describing the work and its relevance; 

 a letter of nomination from the dissertation supervisor supporting the submission and highlighting the 

importance of the research; 

 a short paper (20 to 25 pages, double spaced) that is based on the dissertation (optional, but wel-

come). 

 

Prize Committee  

Milind Sohoni, Chair, 

Associate Professor of Operations Management, 

Indian School of Business, Hyderabad 500032, India 

milind_sohoni@isb.edu  

 

Alper Murat,  

Associate Professor & Assoc. Chair Undergraduate Program, 

Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering 

Wayne State University, Detroit , MI 48202 

amurat@wayne.edu  

 

Vinayak Deshpande 

Associate Professor of Operations Management, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, 

UNC, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

vinayak_deshpande@kenan-flagler.unc.edu  

 

Lavanya Marla 

Assistant Professor of Industrial and Enterprise Systems Engineering, 

UIUC, Urbana, IL 61801  

lavanyam@illinois.edu  
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Milind Sohoni 
Associate Professor 

Indian School of Business 

Dissertation Prize Committee 

Chair 

mailto:milind_sohoni@isb.edu
mailto:milind_sohoni@isb.edu
mailto:amurat@wayne.edu
mailto:vinayak_deshpande@kenan-flagler.unc.edu
mailto:lavanyam@illinois.edu
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Vikrant Vaze 
 Assistant Professor  

Darthmouth College  

AAS Treasurer/Secretary 

Announcing the Best Presentation Competition for Undergraduate and Graduate Stu-
dents! 
 
Following the success of the 2013 version of the competition, INFORMS Aviation Appli-
cations Section is happy to announce the Best Student Presentation Competition at the 
2014 INFORMS Annual Meeting. AAS is sponsoring this competition for undergraduate 
and graduate students who are members of the INFORMS Aviation Applications Sec-
tion. A certificate of recognition and a cash prize will be awarded. All presenta-
tions made under the AAS cluster where the presenter is an undergraduate or graduate 
student will be eligible to enter this competition. 

 
To enter the competition, the following criteria must be satisfied: 
 

 The presenter must be an undergraduate or graduate student at the time of abstract 
submission deadline (i.e. on May 15

th
, 2014) and the presentation must be based on 

the research conducted while he/she was a student. 

 
 The presenter must be a member of AAS for the year 2014. 
 
 The presenter must submit the abstract for presentation under the Aviation Applica-

tions Section through the INFORMS website on or before the specified deadline 
(May 15

th
, 2014). More information about the INFORMS abstract submissions pro-

cess and deadlines can be found at: http://meetings2.informs.org/
sanfrancisco2014/. 

 
 Additionally, the presenter must provide an extended abstract (up to 2 pages in 

length) as per the Extended Abstract Template provided on the AAS website (click 
here to download) by Friday, September 12

th
, 2014. 

 
 Each presenter is allowed to submit at most one abstract. 
 
The winner will be chosen based on both the quality of the presentation itself and the 
extended abstract. 
 
Extended abstract submissions should be emailed to Vikrant Vaze 
at vikrant.s.vaze@dartmouth.edu by 5 p.m. EDT on Friday, September 12

th
, 2014. 

http://meetings2.informs.org/sanfrancisco2014/
http://meetings2.informs.org/sanfrancisco2014/
https://www.informs.org/content/download/287290/2749589/file/Abstract_Template_2014.docx
https://www.informs.org/content/download/287290/2749589/file/Abstract_Template_2014.docx
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Laurie Garrow 
 Associate Professor   

Georgia Tech  

AAS Past Chair 

The Anna Valicek Medal recognizes original and innovative research in the application of opera-

tions research to airline and/or airline related business problems. This annual award is sponsored 

by the Airline Group of the International Federation of Operational Research Societies 

(AGIFORS) and honors the late Anna Valicek who served for many years as a member of the 

AGIFORS council.  

Applicants must be registered graduate students pursuing either a masters of science, masters of 

business administration, or doctoral degree with a research thesis in the area of operations re-

search, engineering systems, air transportation or management science. Derivatives of existing 

published work are acceptable, provided that at least some of the material comprises new, origi-

nal contributions on the part of the graduate student. The submitter grants AGIFORS the right to 

publish the work on the AGIFORS website.  

After the paper submission is closed, the award committee will select two papers as finalists for 

the Anna Valicek Medal. Both finalists are invited to present their work at the AGIFORS Symposi-

um (air transportation, accommodations and symposium fees are sponsored). This year’s symposi-

um will be held in Dubai. The AGIFORS Community, represented by the symposium attendants, 

will get opportunities to ask questions. The AGIFORS Council will then select the winner who 

will receive the Silver Anna Valicek Medal and a US $2,500 award. The other finalist will receive 

the Bronze Anna Valicek Medal and a US $500 award.  

Submissions for the 2014 Anna Valicek Award will close on May 31, 2014, 18:00 EDT. 

There will be no deadline extension. 

Submission Criteria: 

 The work must be original innovative research in the application of operations research to 

civil airline and/or civil airline related business problems. We do accept work in progress. 

 The paper must have been completed while the applicant was pursuing a graduate degree, 

specifically either a masters of science, masters of business administration, or doctoral degree 

with a research thesis in the area of operations research, engineering systems, air transportation 

or management science. 

 The applicant must have been a registered student on or after June 1, 2013. 

 In case of a co-authored paper, the applicant must be the major contributor. 

 The submission must be written in English with a maximum of 10,000 words. The document 

format must be Microsoft Word or Acrobat PDF. The submission must include an abstract with 

150 words maximum and a resume of the applicant. 

 The applicant must (likely) be able to attend the coming annual symposium to present her/his 

work. Interacting with the AGIFORS symposium participants is considered an important part of 

the Anna Valicek competition, and high priority will be given in selecting finalists who are able to 

commit to attending the annual symposium. 

 AGIFORS will be allowed to present the work on the AGIFORS website. 

Please contact Laurie.Garrow@ce.gatech.edu for more information. 

Submission Process: 

Please email submissions directly to Laurie.Garrow@ce.gatech.edu. 

mailto:laurie.garrow@ce.gatech.edu
mailto:laurie.garrow@ce.gatech.edu
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Dear AAS Members, 

In 2008, TSL and AAS had entered into a membership and revenue sharing agreement, which 

included a dual membership structure. As part of this structure, anyone signing up for member-

ship in TSL-Air SIG automatically became a member of the AAS and vice-versa.  The goal of the 

arrangement was to better identify and serve members who were interested in aviation across 

the two sections.   

However, in 2013 TSL and AAS conducted an analysis of membership enrollments and dues paid 

from 2006 to 2013, and several issues were identified - which are believed to have resulted in 

revenue dilution for both subdivisions. After extensive discussions, the boards of TSL and AAS 

have decided to end the existing revenue sharing agreement. As a result, membership in TSL-Air 

SIG will no longer imply membership in AAS, or vice versa. Starting with 2015, members will be 

allowed to register separately for both the TSL-Air SIG as well as AAS.  The default registration 

option for individuals who currently have TSL and AAS membership will be both the TSL-Air SIG 

as well as the AAS option.  

Hence, if you became an AAS member through your TSL-Air SIG membership, please also regis-

ter into AAS separately at the time of your INFORMS membership renewal. Your continued 

membership and active participation in AAS will certainly support the section in fulfilling its role 

of serving all INFORMS members with interests in aviation. 

Best regards, 

Senay Solak 

Senay Solak 
Assistant Professor 

University of Massachusetts 

Amherst 

AAS Vice-Chair 
      

TSL/AAS Revenue Sharing Agreement 

Invitation from the 2014 AAS Cluster Chair 

Fellow AAS Members,  

 

I am sure we are all looking forward to this year INFORMS annual conference at San Francisco! 

Same as before, AAS has tens of talks covering a wide range of topics including airline operations 

management, network planning and scheduling, surface operations optimization, revenue man-

agement, data mining application, and many more aviation related topics. 

 

In addition to these sessions, the AAS cluster will feature a plenary discussion session with our 

guest speaker Dr. Parimal Kopardekar, Principal Investigator for NASA's NextGen Airspace pro-

jects. 

 

From the entire board of the AAS, I would like to sincerely thank all of you who help us to pre-

pare for this conference. I hope you are able to join us this November 9 through November 12 

in San Francisco, CA and participate in the INFORMS annual conference. 

 

Best Regards, 

Farshid Azadian 

 

Farshid  Azadian 
 Assistant Professor   

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 

University   

AAS Cluster Chair 
 



The AAS is in the process of compiling a list of recent publications to support aviation research-

ers. Following is a list of sample recent papers. You are invited to submit your published or 

working papers to be listed on the AAS website. Please send your papers to the AAS webmas-

ter Heng Chen.  

 

Operations Research 

Arikan, Mazhar, Vinayak Deshpande, and Milind Sohoni. "Building reliable air-travel infrastruc-

ture using empirical data and stochastic models of airline networks." Operations Research 61.1 

(2013): 45-64. [URL] 

Bagchi, Aniruddha, and Jomon A. Paul. "Optimal Allocation of Resources in Airport Security: 

Profiling vs. Screening." Operations Research (2014). [URL] 

Management Science 

Hu, Xing, René Caldentey, and Gustavo Vulcano. "Revenue sharing in airline allianc-

es." Management Science 59.5 (2013): 1177-1195. [URL] 

Li, Jun, Nelson Granados, and Serguei Netessine. " Are Consumers Strategic? Structural Estima-

tion from the Air-Travel Industry." Management Science (2014). [URL] 

Transportation Science 

Atkin, Jason AD, Geert De Maere, Edmund K. Burke, and John S. Greenwood. "Addressing the 

Pushback Time Allocation Problem at Heathrow Airport." Transportation Science 47.4 

(2013). [URL] 

Aydin, Nursen, S. Ilker Birbil, J. B. G. Frenk, and Nilay Noyan. "Single-Leg Airline Revenue 

Management with Overbooking." Transportation Science 47.4 (2013). [URL] 

Birbil, S. Ilker, J. B. G. Frenk, Joaquim AS Gromicho, and Shuzhong Zhang. "A Network Airline 

Revenue Management Framework Based on Decomposition by Origins and Destina-

tions." Transportation Science (2013). [URL] 

Churchill, Andrew M., David J. Lovell, Avijit Mukherjee, and Michael O. Ball. "Determining the 

Number of Airport Arrival Slots." Transportation Science 47.4 (2013). [URL] 

Clarke, John-Paul B., Senay Solak, Liling Ren, and Adan E. Vela. "Determining Stochastic Air-

space Capacity for Air Traffic Flow Management." Transportation Science 47.4 (2013). 

[URL] 

Froyland, Gary, Stephen J. Maher, and Cheng-Lung Wu. "The recoverable robust tail assignment 

problem." Transportation Science (2013). [URL] 

Haouari, Mohamed, Shengzhi Shao, and Hanif D. Sherali. "A Lifted Compact Formula-

tion for the Daily Aircraft Maintenance Routing Problem." Transportation Science 47.4 

(2013). [URL] 

Liang, Zhe, Wanpracha A. Chaovalitwongse, and Elsayed A. Elsayed. "Sequence Assignment 

Model for the Flight Conflict Resolution Problem."Transportation Science (2013). [URL] 
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.1120.1591
http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.2013.1860
http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/trsc.1120.0446
http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/trsc.1120.0444
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Liang, Zhe, and Wanpracha A. Chaovalitwongse. "A Network-Based Model for the Integrated 

Weekly Aircraft Maintenance Routing and Fleet Assignment Problem." Transportation Science 

47.4 (2013). [URL] 

Pita, João P., Cynthia Barnhart, and António P. Antunes. "Integrated Flight Scheduling and Fleet 

Assignment Under Airport Congestion." Transportation Science 47.4 (2013). [URL] 

Popescu, Andreea, Earl Barnes, Ellis Johnson, and Pinar Keskinocak. "Bid Prices When Demand 

Is a Mix of Individual and Batch Bookings." Transportation Science 47.2 (2013). [URL] 

Sherali, Hanif D., Ki-Hwan Bae, and Mohamed Haouari. "An Integrated Approach for Airline 

Flight Selection and Timing, Fleet Assignment, and Aircraft Routing." Transportation Sci-

ence 47.4 (2013): 455-476. [URL] 

Sheu, Jiuh-Biing, and Fang Li. "Market Competition and Greening Transportation of Airlines 

Under the Emission Trading Scheme: A Case of Duopoly Market." Transportation Sci-

ence (2013). [URL] 

MSOM  

Mumbower, Stacey, and Laurie A. Garrow. "Data Set-Online Pricing Data for Multiple US Carri-

ers." Manufacturing & Service Operations Management (2014). [URL] 

Ramdas, Kamalini, Jonathan Williams, and Marc Lipson. "Can Financial Markets Inform Opera-

tional Improvement Efforts? Evidence from the Airline Industry." Manufacturing & Service 

Operations Management 15.3 (2013): 405-422. [URL]  
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